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has a common (constant) value across strata. If R = AD/T and S = BC/T, the
BACKGROUND
Mantel-Haenszel estirnator2f the common We will use the following notation to odds ratio is defined as ORMH = R+/S+, where R+ = C, R, S+ = C, S, and the sumrepresent data values in a basic stratum mations are acrzss all strata. from an epidemiologic study:
Valid use of O R M~ requires that the study or so) and the data are not concentrated in For simplicity, no stratum index is used in only a few of the strata; and 2) the largethis notation. Case-control study data most stratum criterion in which the cell expecappear in this tations are large (greater than four or five). the notation may also represent fixed co-~~h meeting 1 but not criterion hort or prevalence data. The stratification 2 (such as individually matched studies) may arise in the course of analytic control are termed usparse" or "finely stratified" data;_Given that either criterion is satisfied,
where exp is the natural exponential function. (The confidence limits are first constructed on the log scale because of the skewness of the distribution of the untransformed odds ratio.) Although a formal definition is beyond the scope of this paper, in essence, a consistent variance estimator is one that will tend to fall close to the true variance in large samples and tend to fall closer as the sample grows. Until now, a key difficulty has been finding a computationally attractive variance estimator that is consistent no matter which of the above criteria is taken as the criterion for "large sample."
AN OVERVIEW OF ESTIMATORS FOR THE MANTEL-HAENSZEL VARIANCE
Using arguments given in reference 8, we can d e r i~ the following variance estimator for log ORMH, the natural logarithm of the Mantel-Haenszel odds ratio:
where P = (A + D)/T, Q = ( B + C)/T, and where the summations are over all strata. Three important features of this estimator are A) It is a c~nsistent estimator of the variance of log ORMH if the data are sparse; B) It is a con~istent estimator of the variance of log ORMH if the number of strata remains fixed as the sample size increases (e.g., as in category-matched studies and unmatched studies); C) It is a czsistent estimator of the variance of log ORMH for data involving mixtures of small strata and large strata. In other words, VLTS is consistent under either definition of large sample. More minor but nevertheless desirable ' properties of Vus are D) It is symmetric, i.e., its value remains unchanged if we relabel "exposed" as "unexposed" and vice versa. Note that ~n d e r such relabeling, only the sign of log ORMH changes, and so the true variance cannot change; E) In matched-pairs data, VUS = l/nlo + llnol, where nlo = number of discordant pairs with case exposed, and nol = number of discordant pairs with control exposed. This is just the standard Taylor series estimate of the variance of the log of the usual matched-psi? odds ratio estimator nlo/hl (nlo/nol = ORMH in this case) (9); F) For . data involving only one table (i.e., crude data), Vus = 1/A + 1/B + 1/C + 1/D. This is just the standard Taylor series estimate .
of the zriance of the log of ADIBC (AD/ BC = ORMH in this case) (9) .
It is of interest to compare VUS with 
Because VH is asymmetric, Ury (4) proposed averaging the above value with that obtained upon interchanging exposure labels. Gart (referenced in Ury (4)) proposed instead to substitute for A, B, C, D the ! fitted values obtained by fixing all marginals and adjusting the cells so thatLhe odds ratio within each stratum equals ORMH; we will denote this Hauck/Gart estimator by VHG. Unfortunately, the Hauck estimators are not consistent when the data are sparse (i.e., they lack property A), and in particular cannot be used for individually matched data.
Breslow (2) proposed for use with sparse data a simple empiric estimator given by
Connett et al. (5) presented a special formula for this estimator for data with a fixed number of controls matched to each case, and Fleiss (7) presented an extension of this formula to matched data with varying numbers of controls per case. While VE is symmetric, it is not consistent when there . are few strata (i.e., it lacks property B), and in particular cannot be used for coarsely stratified data (3).
Because of the apparently complemen-. 1 Breslow (2) noted the possibility of using the conditional variance estimator where OR is the true odds ratio, and the variance and expectation are computed under the distribution of the "An cell obtained by fxing* stratum margins and substituting ORMH for OR. This estimator has properties similar to Vus (including A-E above). Nevertheless, it is far more computationally complex than the other estimators, and in practical terms appears to perform no better than Vus (8) .
Perhaps the most wikely used estimator of the variance of log ORm has been that implicit in Miettinen's test-based principle (10) . This estimator is never consistent unless the true odds ratio is one (11, 12) , and although it appears to work well when the true odds ratio is not far from one, it nevertheless is outperformed by other estimators (13, 14) .
Finally, we note that Fleiss and Davies (6) proposed a "jackknifen~pproach to estimating the variance of ORMH. This estimator is computationally much more complicated than the above procedures and is not consistent when there are few strata (3).
As our first example, we consider data from an unmatched case-control study of alcohol consumption and esophageal cancer by Tuyns et al. (15) (7), we will rewrite Vus in a special notation for this situation. Let Zii, = the number of matched sets with j controls exposed out of a total of r controls and i = 1 if the case is (9) and Fleiss (7) . There were four matched sets with three controls ( r = 3), one of which had the case and no controls exposed (so 2103 = 1) and three of which had the case and one control exposed numbers in each stratum (matched set), the Hauck estimates are not appropriate for these data.
Except for matched pairs, the MantelHaenszel odds ratio is less efficient than the conditional maximum likelihood estimator (2) . Nonetheless, the MantelHaenszel estimator retains good efficiency over a wide range of study designs and parameter values (2, 17, 18) . It follows that 95 per cent confidence limits based on the Mantel-Haenszel estimator and its standard error will typically be only slightly wider than those based on the conditional maximum likelihood estimator.
All methods that set confidence limits based on the logarithm of the MantelHaenszel odds ratio require certain minimum sample sizes for valid application. The actual minimum sample size necessary in a given situation depends in a complex fashion on the stringency of one's criteria (e.g., will 93 per cent coverage be considered adequate for a nominally 95 per cent confidence limit?), as well as on the size of the odds ratio being estimated and other parameters of the sampling distribution. At present, there is no agreed upon method for determining the minimum necessary sample size. Further research is necessary. When in doubt, or when the sample size is clearly small, one can employ exact limits instead (19) . A recent algorithm has made feasible the computation of exact limits, even in fairly large data sets (20) .
When exact limits are not needed, one can recommend use of VUs and Vc for all types of data, VHc or VH when all cell expectations exceed four or five, and VE for matched sets or finely stratified data. Vus (and VC) can also be validly used under a spectrum of conditions falling between the more stringent large-sample criteria (1 and 2 above). The general applicability and simplicity of Vus obviates the need to resort to test-based limits when computational resources are severely limited (as in calculator programs).
For follow-up data, general variance es-timators for Mantel-Haenszel risk and rate and differences are also available: for prson-time (incidence-density) data, Breslow (21) provides an easily computed variance formula for the Mantel-Haenszel rate Greenland and Robins (22) provide easily computed variance formulas for the Mantel-Haenszel risk and rate ratios and differences. Like Vvs, these variance estimators are consistent in both large strata and sparse data, are symmetric, and reduce to the standard Taylor series variance estimators when the data comprise only a single stratum.
Finally, we note that all the variance estimators presented here were derived under the assumption that the stratumspecific odds ratio parameters are constant across strata, and can be inconsistent if the assumption is invalid (see, e.g., reference 23) . If, however, important odds ratio heterogeneity is present, the Mantel-Haenszel odds ratio will not estimate a meaningful parameter, and methods that take account of the heterogeneity should be employed instead (24) .
Note added in proof: Our attention has been drawn to another Mantel-Haenszel variance formula by Flanders (25) which has been shown to have properties A, B, and E but not properties D or F.
